Name of Program: Study Abroad in Transition Economies: Korea

Name of Program Director: Dr. Marta Szabo White & Dr. Tad Ransopher

Location of Program: Seoul and Busan, South Korea

Dates of Program: August 10-21

This program will take you to Seoul and Busan in South Korea. The group will visit mostly urban settings, but also small villages, as well as the countryside. The program will take place in August which is one the hottest months in Korea when the temperature can be 90° - 95°F and some days it can go up to 100°F. While participants will have air conditioning in hotels and buses, they should also expect situations where air conditioning is not present. Other than 2 hours of leisure walking in few spots, there will not be much strenuous walking. Expect some stairs to climb during the cultural visits and also to get to the dock for the Han River cruise.